Life Insurance Trusts
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Minimizing Liability and Maximizing
Client Value
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Introduction
Life insurance is a peculiar financial instrument that requires specialized knowledge and
expertise. Over the last decade or two, the management of this asset class has become
increasingly more difficult.
ITM TwentyFirst has analyzed over 50,000 trust-owned life insurance policies over the
last two decades and conducted hundreds of thousands of annual policy reviews for
over 200 institutional trustees. This has given us the unique ability to see trends in the
TOLI industry and provide insight into the challenges for trustees. A few key statistics are
worth highlighting:
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The Aging TOLI Population: Like society in general, TOLI insureds are aging.
The most significant jump in age groups in the last decade by far was the
80 – 90 and 90 plus categories, and insureds over the age of 60 make up
approximately 72% of all insureds. Life insurance costs generally increase
with age, creating decision dilemmas in dealing with policies, especially those
policies that might be underfunded. Health deterioration combined with policy
failure means policy management decisions will only become more difficult
going forward.
Policy Duration: 61% of policies are over ten years old, and 28% are over
20 years old. As life insurance policies age, the issues around them tend to
increase. Policies are issued based on current assumptions at the time. Over the
last few decades, performance and funding in policies rarely follow the patterns
found in the original sales illustration. As policies age, the work and risk will
tend to increase.

As life insurance policies age,
the issues around them tend to increase.
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Trust Duration: The average age of an ILIT is 20 years. However, the average
duration is 35 years. This means that a trustee is responsible for 3 – 4 decades
of trust and policy management.

Consider this: 34% of all trust-owned policies reviewed are rated HIGH RISK, meaning
there is a high probability they will never pay a death benefit. Later in this handout, we
will dig a little deeper into the specific issues affecting life insurance today and provide
some practical solutions for dealing with TOLI policy issues and risks.
For now, it is essential to note that we have
found that policy issues and overall failure
rates are in TOLI trusts with a corporate
trustee, a bank, or a trust company. It
is assumed they have the expertise and
experience to manage the complexities of life
insurance.
However, it is estimated that an individual
trustee represents approximately 90% of all
trust-owned life insurance. While this may
be a professional such as an attorney or CPA,
most likely, the fiduciary is a non-professional
individual, a friend, or a family member of the
grantor.
This is a growing trend and represents a significantly higher percentage than we saw 20
years ago when most trust banks were willing to serve as an ILIT trustee.

34% of all trust owned policies reviewed are rated
HIGH RISK, meaning there is a high probability
they will never pay a death benefit.
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THE CHALLENGES TRUSTEES FACE
Today, the complex landscape of trusts
has become rich with opportunity and
upside, but full of landmines of personal
liability and risk.
It has become increasingly challenging to
navigate fiduciary risk.
Trust structures and laws are changing,
complex, and contradictory.
Trust structures and laws are changing,
complex, and contradictory.
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WHAT IS EXPECTED OF A TRUSTEE?
Roles and responsibilities are varied:
• Distribution
• Administration
• Investment (preserve trust property/comply with investment policy)
• Reporting (inform, furnish information)
A trustee has several duties:
• Duty of confidentiality
• Duty to deal impartially with beneficiaries
• Duty of impartiality vs. personal interest
• Fiduciary’s duty to defend the will or trust contest
• Fiduciary’s duty seeking to enforce a no-contest clause

A Trustee has the duty to be impartial
when dealing with Beneficiaries.
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EVOLVING MARKET & STANDARDS
Trust companies have an aversion to risk
• Alternative assets
• Loss of institutional knowledge
There are new roles to consider
• Trust protector
• Family advisor
• Beneficiary advocate
There are evolving fiduciary standards
• Prudent investor Rule (UPIA) – 1992
• Reg B1
• New York Best Interest – 2020
• Trump’s proposal to limit ESG investing in 401(k) ‘s – ERISA – 9/2020

Fiduciary standards for life insurance
trustees are evolving.
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3 STEPS TO RISK MANAGEMENT
1. Identify
• Personal liability is real
• Changes taking place simultaneously
2. Mitigate
• Understand the enormity of the job
• Indemnification provisions
• Find resources
3. Transfer through insurance
• Stand-alone trustee liability insurance
• Evaluate corporate insurance
• Legal structure of the trust vs. execution

One way to transfer trustee liability risk is through
a comprehensive insurance policy.
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ALL ABOUT TRUSTEE LIABILITY INSURANCE
What is trustee insurance?
• Trustee liability insurance is a type of professional liability insurance, also known as
Errors & Omissions insurance, similar to Directors’ and Officers’ and Professional
Liability coverage available to institutions.
Who pays for it?
• While this depends on the trust document and the state trust is domiciled, there are
generally three options:
1) The trust
2) The trustee
3) The trustee fee
What does it cover?
• The insurance is intended to cover claims for alleged wrongful acts while carrying out
trustee duties. The policy should cover defense and damages.

Liability insurance can be paid by the trust, the trustee,
or directly out of the trust fee.
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MANAGING TOLI RISK
Life insurance is a complex asset, often misunderstood. And the risk of mismanagement
can result in substantial liability. There are three types of risk when dealing with life
insurance trusts.
1. Legal Risk: The risk that springs to mind first. Who is getting sued, and why? Later
in this handbook, we will touch on specific cases, but for now, it is essential to note
that the beneficiary is the one who has the grounds to file a lawsuit.
2. Regulatory Risk: While it may not be relevant to individual trustees, corporate
trustees must comply with a standard of care laid out by the Office of the Comptroller
of the Currency and other regulatory bodies that provide oversight.
3. Reputational Risk: A lack of expertise managing life insurance can lead to issues that
will damage the entity’s reputation in the marketplace, a loss that is hard to quantify.

There are three types of risk when dealing with life insurance –
Legal, Regulatory and Reputational
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MANAGING LIFE INSURANCE TRUSTS IN 2020
The challenges of managing a life insurance trust have grown dramatically in the last 12
years. For trustees, the difficulties center on four areas:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Policy performance
Policy complexity
Consumer expectations
Litigation and disputes

The Effect of Coronavirus on the Life
Insurance Market
There was concern that the coronavirus
pandemic could affect the financial stability
of life insurance carriers because of increased
mortality. This has not been the case.
Carrier profits have been affected, but if a
carrier was healthy before the virus, it should
be stable after the virus.
The pandemic and the low interest rate
environment has influenced pricing and
product availability on some policy types.
More critical for trustees managing a life
insurance portfolio, these events may negatively affect the performance of permanent
policies in the future.

While the current pandemic has not affected life insurance
carrier stability, it has exacerbated one the of the largest
problems in policy management – policy performance.
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LOW INTEREST RATES AND POLICY PERFORMANCE
Life insurance and the insurance industry, in general, is negatively affected by low rates.
Insurance carriers invest the bulk of their money in fixed vehicles.
Since 2009, the Federal Reserve has held fixed rates down, often close to zero. Insurance
and investment executives have taken notice of the detrimental effect of low rates on the
industry. In 2015, Larry Fink, CEO of BlackRock, Inc., the world’s largest asset manager
and the biggest investor in insurance, said, “persistent low rates” were “destroying
the viability of insurance companies.” In 2016, Evan Greenberg, the head of Chubb,
the world’s largest publicly traded insurer, remarked that “the current environment is
unsustainable over any reasonable period of time,” with many companies “losing money”
now, and others who “will lose money in the future.”
After these comments were made, rates recovered slightly. But, in 2020, rates slid again,
effectively to zero (.25%). This “new normal” creates a challenging environment for those
managing life insurance portfolios.

On the following pages, we review each permanent
policy type and provide some guidance for managing
policies going forward.
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ONGOING POLICY MANAGEMENT

Whole Life (WL) Insurance
Whole life dividends have been on a downward trend for 30 years. The factor that most
affects the dividend is the investment return. Since a large portion of the investment in
a whole life policy is in high-grade bonds and other fixed instruments, the performance
of Moody’s Aaa Corporate Bond Index is often used as a proxy for dividends. Dividends
run a bit higher than the index but rise and fall along with it. The chart below tracks the
dividend rates of the 14 top whole life carriers against the Moody’s Index, which currently
stands at or near its lowest point ever.

Managing WL Policies
• Review policies annually and track against past expectations.
• Be aware of policies with a term component. If the term portion is not converted, term
costs can become cost-prohibitive. If dividends are insufficient to carry the cost of the
term component, that portion of the death benefit can drop off, or policy costs will
increase dramatically.
• Closely monitor policies with loans. An automatic premium loan (APL) squeeze can
occur when the loan equals or exceeds the cash value of the policy, causing the policy
to lapse, possibly creating a taxable event.
• If a Client needs to skip a premium payment, review automatic premium loan (APL)
and dividend payment options with the carrier.
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CURRENT ASSUMPTION UNIVERSAL LIFE (CAUL) INSURANCE
Created in the early ’80s during a period of high inflation, the policies are illustrated
assuming the rates currently credited to the policy. Original contracts projected crediting
rates of 11-12% – in a fixed product. This early projection did not hold up, as shown by
the chart below, which tracks actual rates paid on a policy issued in 1986. Like whole life
dividends, crediting rates have slid over the 30 plus years. Today they are at their lowest
point, and policies, especially older ones, are stressed. The chart below shows the drop in
crediting rates for a CAUL policy issued in 1986.

Managing CAUL Policies
• Review policies annually, re-projecting premium needed to reach trust goals.
• Cost of insurance (COI) increases, most prevalent in CAUL policies, are doubling or
tripling costs overnight. Be prepared to develop options. If insured(s) are still healthy,
include a review of new policy options in the marketplace.
• CAUL policies (without a secondary death benefit guarantee) are flexible premium
products. Clients can skip a premium; however, a re-projection should occur to
document outcome for the file.
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GUARANTEED UNIVERSAL LIFE (GUL) INSURANCE
Created to take market risk out of the purchase of life insurance, these policies have a
death benefit guarantee as long as a stated premium is paid in full and
on time.
Unlike other universal life policies, these policies do not have premium flexibility and
do not develop significant cash values. For a Trustee, the focus is squarely on timely
premium payments.

Managing GUL Policies
• Review policies annually to ensure that death benefit guarantees are still intact.
• Send gift request letters out sooner than usual to give Grantors ample time to react.
• If Grantor cannot pay stated premium in full, contact carrier for options, perhaps
paying quarterly or monthly premium until cash flow improves.
• If death benefit need has dropped, review costs to fund a smaller death benefit.
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VARIABLE UNIVERSAL LIFE (VUL) INSURANCE .
Created to take advantage of the potential for higher returns in the equity markets, these
policies allow the policy owner to select the cash value investments. Separate accounts
funding the policy include equity investments that can have volatile and even negative
returns.

Managing VUL Policies
• Review all policies now for the effect of the market downturn, especially those with
low cash values.
• Review policies annually to ensure that cash value is on track. Suggest using 6% and
8% as maximum returns for policies heavily weighted in equities and adjust downward
for policies tilted more toward fixed investment.
• Develop an age-appropriate asset allocation and adjust over time.
• Review fixed account options for older aged insureds. Some policies have guaranteed
fixed account rates, which can reach 4% or more.
• Allocate sufficient funds in fixed or stable account to pay policy costs so separate
account “shares” are not sold to pay costs when their value drops.
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INDEX UNIVERSAL LIFE (IUL) INSURANCE
Created to provide a portion of the higher returns of equity markets, these policies have
a floor (0%) to limit downside and a cap to limit upside. While they are tied to an equity
index, they are more akin to CAUL policies, as approximately 95% of the premium goes to
the company’s general account, with the balance going to purchase options on the index
chosen.

Managing IUL Policies
• Low interest rates and market volatility have negatively affected these policies in the
last few years.
• Past policies have been sold at assumed rates of 8% or more, which will more than
likely not be achieved.
• While a higher rate can be also be shown, it is suggested that at least one illustration
be reviewed at no higher than 5%, as this may be more in line with reality.
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WHAT TO EXPECT GOING FORWARD?
Most pundits believe that interest rates will not be going up anytime soon. The Federal
Reserve has already decided they will be staying the course with low interest rates. Some
believe that we could have rates near zero for up to five years.
The explosive debt in the United States is one reason
that experts believe rates will stay low. Although
debt has more than doubled in the last decade,
because of the low interest rate environment, the
cost of carrying that debt has dropped.
After World War Two, when US debt climbed,
interest rates were held low. Because of the low rates
and the economic growth that occurred after the
war, the country was able to get out from under the
staggering debt period
However, most economists do not foresee economic
growth near term that would approach the post-war
expansion. They foresee continued low interest rates
to be the driver of government debt management.
The interest rate forecast above has caused some carriers to reduce interest rate
assumptions on their general account - some to below 3%:
Carrier A: Dropped from 3.45% to 2.25%
Carrier B: Dropped from 4.25% to 2.75%
Carrier C: Dropped from 3.75 to 3.25%

Some pundits believe that the Federal Funds rate will hover
near zero for three to five more years.
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SOMETHING TO KEEP AN EYE ON
One way a carrier makes a profit in a current assumption policy is the interest rate spread,
the difference between the carrier’s investment return and the amount credited to the
policy. In this current low rate environment, that spread has been constricted.
Some carriers have looked elsewhere for additional profit. CAUL policies have been
subject to cost of insurance (COI) increases in the last decade because of the low rate
environment and other factors.
These COI increases have doubled and tripled the carrying costs on policies overnight,
causing many long term policyholders to abandon their policies because of the rising
costs. Lawsuits have sprung up, providing policyholders some relief but never making
them whole. As we move forward, we can assume that crediting rates will remain low and
additional COI increases could be looming

More cost of insurance (COI) increases may be coming –
doubling or tripling carrying costs on policies.
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POLICIES ARE MORE COMPLEX
Over the years, life insurance policies have added more “bells and whistles” and more
complexity, resulting in consumer benefit, but more risk for trustees who have to be
aware of all of the policy features.

LIFE INSURANCE ILLUSTRATIONS ARE OFTEN MISLEADING
Carrier provided life insurance illustrations are one of the only methods trustees have for
tracking policy performance, but are at best, a guide - hypothetical projections of what
could occur in a policy. The numbers shown in an illustration will not happen. There are
several reasons for this.
• A life insurance illustration is a linear projection in a non-linear financial world. The
rate of return is projected as a constant number over the life of the insured. Fixed rates
may move slowly up and down, equity returns will gyrate, but none stay constant year
to year.
• Some policy illustrations can include non-guaranteed interest bonuses and multipliers
that might not be readily seen in an illustration but will dramatically affect the
projected outcome.
• Rates projected on cash value growth have often been too optimistic. Whole life and
current assumption universal life policies are projected using the current dividend and
crediting rates being paid at that time, which may or may not occur. Projected rates
for IUL and VUL policies are be chosen by the policy owner, and assuming a rate that
is too high can leave a client disappointed.

Premium paid is not the cost in a policy.
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LITIGATION AND DISPUTES
Some of the more prominent TOLI court cases are listed below. Each case can provide
insight for trustees managing life insurance (see The TOLI Handbook, chapter 2 for more
information.)

TOLI Cases
• Stuart Cochran Irrevocable Trust v. KeyBank, NA
• French, et al. v. Wachovia Bank N.A
• Hatleberg v. Norwest Bank, Wisconsin
• Paradee v. Paradee
• Rafert v. Meyer

However, the number of court cases is minimal compared to the number of financial
settlements reached by trustees who want to avoid a court case. The vast majority of
checks written for trustee miscues are written behind closed doors.
Today, with some advisors deemed to be fiduciaries, even they are subject to court
settlements. One large financial firm and its advisor were hit with a $14M settlement for
a policy that “underperformed.”
Life insurance carriers are not left out. A recent lawsuit against one of the largest life
insurance carriers in the country alleged that the product they sold was “impossible to
understand” with marketing materials that were “misleading” and sales illustrations that
“intentionally” overstated “future performance.” The class-action suit also named the life
insurance agent as part of the suit.

Litigation and disputes around life insurance
and life insurance trusts are increasing.
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THE LIFE INSURANCE TRUSTEE SOLUTION
Developing a Prudent Process
To minimize liability and increase client satisfaction, a life insurance trustee should
develop a process that allows them to do the following, at a minimum.
Understand the Policy: Without a thorough understanding of the policy and its
characteristics, policy management cannot succeed.
a. Do you understand how the policy works – policy mechanics?
b. Does the policy have a death benefit guarantee? What are the requirements to
maintain the guarantee?
c. Does the policy have a required premium payment, or is it flexible?
d. What happens at policy maturity? Many policies will not pay a full death benefit, only
the cash value. Clients are living longer these days.
e. Are there any policy caveats, riders, or nuances that should be noted? All policies have
unique characteristics that should be reviewed in detail.

Unless a life insurance policy is understood,
it cannot be managed properly.
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Memorialize Expectations and Outcomes: A document should be made part of the
file that explains the policy, trust goals, and reasonable expectations for the policy. At a
minimum, the document should include the following information:
1. Policy carrier and type along with death benefit amount.
• What are the carrier’s ratings?
• Is the death benefit guaranteed? If so, what are the premium requirements to keep
the policy death benefit guarantee in force?
2. Is the policy to be kept in force until maturity, life expectancy, or a specified
period?
3. Premium payments
• Are the premium payments flexible or required?
• How long does the policy stay in force assuming the premium payments specified
in the “as sold” illustration? If not to maturity, what additional premium would be
needed to run to maturity?
• Are the premium payments driven by a specified rate of return expectation in the
policy? If so, how would a lesser return affect policy premium?
• Are the premium payments expected to be paid for the lifetime of the policy or
some shorter period? Are the premium payments level, or do they change over
the life of payment?
4. What happens to the policy death benefit at maturity? Is the full death benefit
paid or just the cash value? Is the death benefit extended past maturity if the
insured lives that long?
5. Are there any policy caveats, riders, or nuances that should be noted?
• All policies have unique characteristics that should be recorded after a thorough
review of the policy contract.

A document should be created for the file that lays out all of
the pertinent information about the policy.
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The document should also include grantor responsibilities. Providing this
information upfront limits future liability.
• Prompt response to gift notices by mailing gift at least 30 days before policy premium
due date.
• Alerting Trustee to any changes in goals that would affect the amount and purpose of
the death benefit or any changes in health that could affect policy management.
• Informing Trustee of any changes in financial situation that would affect the ability to
pay future premiums as soon as issues arise.
• Providing Trustee with contact updates for Grantor or any Beneficiaries within 30 days
of contact changes.

Clearly stating all Grantor responsibilities when onboarding a
policy alleviates any future miscommunication.
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Review the Policy Annually: One of the most critical aspects of policy management
is an ongoing policy review process. Policies should be reviewed annually and tracked
against prior expectations so that adjustments can be made quickly.
Look Ahead and Anticipate Issues: The ability to anticipate an issue is key to successful
policy management. Life insurance issues typically do not go away – they grow. The
earlier you can anticipate the problem, the less
impact it will have on the policy. Early detection
and remediation of policy issues limit trustee
liability
Communicate Often: Keeping a grantor aware
of policy performance will alleviate many long
term problems. By providing an annual policy
report that includes all anticipated issues, a
trustee can provide a timeline that assures that
prudent policy management was undertaken.
Communication to the beneficiary, if any
changes are made to the trust asset, will limit
potential liability.
Adjust to Changing Situations: During the
lifetime of a life insurance trust, the goals of
the grantor may change dramatically. A trustee
must be able to adjust the policy asset to meet those changing goals. This means that a
trustee must be able to review policy alterations and even replacements and be able to
ensure that the altered or new policy meets the trust goals efficiently.

Documenting all aspects of the management process will
ensure that a prudent process can be proved.
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PUTTING ILITS IN PERSPECTIVE - (1990-2020)
The single largest personal investment for couples between thirty and sixty years of age
is often their personal home. The mortgage payment on a $400,000 home along with
property taxes and homeowner’s insurance for 30 years will exceed one million dollars.
By comparison, clients who have irrevocable life insurance trusts will make similar
or greater investments between ages sixty and ninety as a part of their estate and
succession plan. According to ITM TwentyFirst data collected over 18 years on over
49,000 trust-owned policies, the average ILIT will surpass the typical home as the largest
single investment for many clients.
Your clients need experts to help them while protecting the interests of those with legal
standing, the trust beneficiaries.
As a trusted advisor, you are uniquely positioned to counsel or, in the very least, inform
them of the importance of the role of trustee. Consider the following statistics related
to insurance trusts:
79% of all insurance trusts are not performing as planned
54% of TOLI is projected to lapse before maturity
32% of GUL benefits have been compromised
95% of term TOLI is never converted
23% of TOLI will lapse before the insured’s death

Naming a qualified trustee can ensure the best possible
outcome for clients with irrevocable life insurance trusts
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INDIVIDUAL TRUSTEES
It is estimated that individual-non-professional trustees currently represent 75% of ILITs.
In an ITM TwentyFirst whitepaper, When naming your ILIT trustee, did you make the
easy decision or the right decision?, we note the worst decisions are often made for two
reasons: simplicity and economics.
This session has made a strong case outlining why simple & cheap is not a good criterion
for choosing a trustee. Life insurance trusts are complex, requiring expert oversight and
management. Naming a friend, family member, or business associate comes easy for
many grantors.
Why not? Who else would look out for us better than a loved one, a dear friend, or
someone that has shared the business wars with us and won? And of course, the fact
that these individuals can serve without cost or expense makes it all the more enticing.
Those may be the only two apparent advantages of naming an individual as a trustee.
Here are some of the reasons this may not be the best choice:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

They may not have the requisite skills or knowledge to manage life insurance.
They may not have the time to commit to administer the trust properly.
They lack proven procedures and perhaps the ability to make prudent decisions.
They may not have the expertise to understand and interpret the trust document.
They may not be able to be unbiased towards all beneficiaries.
They may not be comfortable assuming the liability.
They may not outlive the trust.

If your client opts for the simple and economical option, it may
prove worthwhile to discuss the seven items above with them.
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PROFESSIONAL TRUSTEES
The second option would be to name an individual possessing fiduciary qualifications
and/or professional designation. This is often an Attorney, CPA, family office, or financial
or life insurance advisor.
This option may be more beneficial than naming a friend or relative. Advantages and
disadvantages are listed below:
Pro
• More likely to understand their fiduciary
duty to the trust and the beneficiaries.
• Familiar with the client and family
circumstances and understands the goals
and objectives of the trust.
• More likely to engage outside experts
to aid in dealing with administrative and
asset management responsibilities.
Con
• The accommodation to serve as a trustee
may be a distraction or drag on their
core business.
• May not possess the systems and
procedures needed to administer and
manage the fiduciary responsibilities
associated with insurance trusts.
• May not have adequate liability
protection to cover trustee mishaps
• Because of the personal and professional relationships, there may be conflicts of
interest to consider.
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CORPORATE TRUSTEE (BANKS & TRUST COMPANIES)
In the past, grantors often named their local bank as trustee, a trend that has changed in
the past 20 years. There has been an approximate 50% reduction in the number of ILIT
accounts held by corporate trustees.
While bankers felt these trusts would lead to other business, that has not occurred. It has
created liability, with beneficiaries suing trustees for breach of fiduciary duty. Corporate
trustees failed to understand and manage the complexities of life insurance products
properly. Also, they struggled to scale operations and fully understand their fiduciary
duties. Today, many corporate trustees consider life insurance trusts a toxic asset and will
not consider accepting them.
The advantages and disadvantage of a corporate trustee are listed below:
Pro
•
•
•
•

Continuity
Regulated - Audited
Professional
Compliance & Fiduciary Oversight

Con
•
•
•
•

Competing for other assets
Impersonal
Fees
Account acceptance process

Today, many corporate trustees consider life insurance trusts
a toxic asset and will not consider accepting them.
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FINAL THOUGHTS
Helping clients select the right trustee reflects positively on you and ensures the best
possible outcome over the lifetime of the policy and the trust. The key characteristics and
capabilities of an ILIT trustee include:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Experience, commitment, and desire
Ability to onboard ILITs
Trust administration
Policy management
Remediation
Customer service

ADDITIONAL RESOURCES
The TOLI Handbook – www.TOLIHandbook.com
ITM 21st Whitepaper: When naming your ILIT trustee, did you make the easy
decision or the right decision?
The ITM 21st Blog – https://itm21st.com/blog/
The Wealth Advisors Guide to Life Insurance – www.UnderstandLifeInsurance.Org
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Faculty
Leon Wessels has over 35 years of life insurance trust experience and is
currently responsible for new business development at Life Insurance
Trust Company (LITCO). Prior to joining LITCO and ITM TwentyFirst.
Leon was one of the founders of Insurance Trust Monitor.
lwessels@lifeinsurancetrustco.com
605.574.1703

John Barkhurst oversees new business development and account
management for ITM TwentyFirst’s Trust Services Division and has been
providing third-party administration and risk management solutions of
Trust Owned Life Insurance (TOLI) since 2004.
jbarkhurst@itm21st.com
319.553.6229

Judith Pearson is a seasoned insurance and risk management expert
who leads the Woodruff Sawyer Family Office and Trustee Liability
Practice. Judith has expertise in identifying, mitigating and transferring
risk for wealth transfer vehicles.
jpearson@woodruffsawyer.com
303.917.7766

A pioneer in the trust-owned life insurance (TOLI) world, Michael now
works with Trustees and Wealth Advisors nationwide, helping them
navigate the life insurance marketplace.
michael@yourlifeinsurancesolution.com
321.802.6055
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